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Dear Pro-Life Friends,
Every human person, from the unborn child to the elderly and dying, is an unqualified
eternal mystery. As beings who find fulfillment and perfection through absolute Truth,
Love, Justice, Beauty, and Home, we each possess a unique intrinsic dignity which
acknowledges our transcendental worth. This transcendental worth, in turn, serves as
the grounds of our inalienable rights and the duties we owe to protect and cherish one
another.
Tragically, we live in a time when this tremendous
dignity has been denied by our popular culture, and
our duty towards the lives of the most vulnerable
has been rejected in law and in practice.

17 years ago, I founded Healing the Culture because I
believe in the inherent goodness of the human
person, and in God's ultimate capacity to transform
human hearts and minds. I believe that eyes can be
opened to the irrational, unethical, and unjust
arguments that sustain legalized abortion,
assisted suicide, and other attacks against human
life. And I believe that we can heal our culture.
In the pages that follow, our President, Camille Pauley, lays out Healing the Culture's
exciting new strategies and projects to take on our culture of death, head on. I am
proud of what this organization has become over the last sixteen years, and the great
influence it has had in education, church ministry, and the public square.
As you read through these pages, please consider the ways in which you can support
our team and our important work. We need your generous participation and your
prayers. There is no one more suited to the task of rescuing the culture than you.

With prayers and affection,

Fr. Robert Spitzer, S.J.

Times have changed.
The last few years have seen enormous changes in the cultural ethos. Violent confrontations
against pro-life people have become the new norm. Pro-life advocates on college campuses are
constant victims of vandalism, theft, intimidation, stalking, and even death threats. Social media
is exploding with rage and venom, while the mainstream media has set new lows in their vicious
attacks against pro-life advocates.

Our own speakers have been ridiculed at public
debates, cursed at during speeches, shouted
down in Q&A sessions, and slandered online.
Camille in a heated debate with Dr. Malcom Potts at Berkeley

And yet, in the midst of this toxic environment, Healing the Culture has been receiving more
demands for resources and assistance from teachers, parents, pastors, and students than we ever
have before. We are graduating more pro-life people from our academies than we ever expected.
And we are seeing those graduates enter fields of medicine, law, business, politics, education,
science, engineering, parenting, and ministry.

The national scene is looking more hopeful as
President Trump pursues a determined prolife agenda and state legislatures introduce
dozens of new pro-life bills.
Camille addresses the Seattle Legatus chapter

Our role in combatting the culture of death is formation of the
mind and heart through logical discourse.
That's a powerful tool when you consider that what separates man from animals is our
ability to reason—and when have we needed sound, rational debate more than today?
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If the vulgar hysteria from the pro-abortion movement is not enough to prove that our movement
is gaining ground, then perhaps the letters and emails we receive from people who are converting
to the pro-life side will. Our culture is changing. As the abortion industry increases its furor with
cult-like support from the entertainment industry and mainstream media, pro-life doors are
opening that have never opened before—political doors, educational doors, international doors, and
most importantly, spiritual doors.

A Growing Movement
To meet the need, our team has doubled in
the last few years, and we've added new HTC
faculty members. We've trained hundreds of
new student leaders, equipped thousands of
churches and schools with our curricula, and
circulated new animated videos through
social media.
We've built a production studio with state-of-

Graduates of our Union University L.A.S.T training

the-art equipment, and have partnered with
media consultants from around the world to

In looking ahead, it's clear that this country

help craft our message in ways that are

desperately needs the work that Healing the

changing the culture for the better.

Culture is doing. As the only pro-life
organization singularly devoted to bringing
rational dialogue and philosophical wisdom to
the abortion and euthanasia debates, we rely on
you, our investment partners, to help us take
our mission to the world.

Without you, we can do nothing. But with
Graduates of our University of Washington L.A.S.T training

you, we can make abortion and assisted
suicide unthinkable once again.

Camille Pauley, President and CEO
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OUR INITIATIVES

PRINCIPLES & CHOICES
In 2012, we released Principles & Choices — a phenomenal pro-life program that engages
high school students in the mind and heart, and teaches them the underlying
philosophy that leads to pro-life convictions. To date, over two hundred thousand students
have been through our curriculum in high schools and religious education programs across
the United States, Canada, and Italy.

“

What a great experience it has been using the Principles and
Choices curriculum at St. Saviour High School. My students
were actually jumping out of their seats, cheering and clapping
at the end of Act 4. They were so engaged in the play from the
beginning and it was a great way to reinforce the concepts in the
textbook. – Deborah Sucich, St. Saviour High School,
Brooklyn, NY

”

Moving the Needle

BEFORE
our program

Morality is not just a matter of personal opinion. Certain
acts are "good" or "evil."
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51
54

AFTER
our program

% agreed

True happiness comes from serving others and loving
God, not from sex, money, power, or success.

A fetus is a human being with the same right to life as
everyone else.

Assisted suicide should be against the law.
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PRINCIPLES & CHOICES
We need to be able to respond to the growing number of schools
that request financial assistance and scholarships for books
and other materials.

Your help is critical to the
success of this project.

“

I’ve never found a religion textbook that I was satisfied with until this one. It is written
right at their level and they’re getting it. The teacher’s resources and lesson plans were
very helpful and effective. We loved Act 1 of the play… A real clincher for everything
that had been presented in the book. This book has helped me to see things more clearly,
even after 30 years in the religious life! It’s hard to put into words how much this has
meant to be able to reach the students in this way. – Sister Immaculata, Archbishop
Coleman F. Carroll High School, Miami, FL

”

In addition, we are working to create a new,
universal version of our textbook-based curriculum,
which will be applicable in any English-speaking
country. Our ally in the UK, James Trantor, led a
successful youth conference to test-run our content
with British young adults.

James Trantor
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PRINCIPLES & CHOICES

Growing Fast.

P&C is being used in these locations

Since launching Principles & Choices in 2012, the number of schools that have adopted our
curriculum has exploded. P&C is being used in 43 states, 4 provinces in Canada, and a
number of international locations.

Only with your help can we continue to grow, changing the
hearts and minds of students all across the world.
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PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS

Because millions of students attend secular and other high schools that bar pro-life education
like ours from the classroom, Healing the Culture created Philosophical Foundations—
a program that trains pro-life students to bring our message to their peers.

A clip from our animated
short, "The Principle of NonContradiction"

To make it easier for pro-life students to start conversations and guide arguments, we
need your help to create dozens of animated shorts, tackling important topics like false
abortion statistics, the "burning fertility clinic" dilemma, the four levels of happiness, the
ends don't justify the means, and the "agree to disagree" argument.

Our response to the "burning
fertility clinic" dilemma, taking
the internet by storm
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We're seeing positive feedback and user engagement on
YouTube and other media channels.

A clip from our
animated short,
"Does Abortion
Improve Quality
of Life?"

We work closely with groups like Students for Life of America, The Cardinal Newman
Society, and campus ministry groups to provide training and resources to courageous
young people who are eager to evangelize their peers.
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM
Since the release of our high school curriculum, we've heard from hundreds of
K-8 teachers asking us to create a similar program for younger grades.

This need is critical.
Pro-abortion extremists begin their indoctrination before most children can even read.
Our researchers found pre-K "read-aloud" books in public and online libraries that promote
and even glorify childlessness, sodomy, gender confusion, fornication, divorce, childabandonment, in vitro fertilization, self-idolatry, atheism, witchcraft, and abortion.

Secularist, anti-life, &
relativist propaganda
marketed and published
for children continues to
grow in popularity
Sister Apple, Sister Pig, by Mary Walling Blackburn, tells the story of a
3-year-old boy who defends the abortion of his sister, calling her a
“happy ghost” whom he can now talk to without getting into fights.
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM
We believe it's never too early to teach children how to think like the dignified, generous, and
rational humans they are. After all, every child is naturally pro-life until pro-abortion ideologues
indoctrinate them.
Healing the Culture's answer is to introduce kindergarten students to ancient wisdom about the dignity and
sacredness of human life through simple lessons that build a healthy philosophical foundation early on. We're
designing a curriculum that's video-based and features animation, puppetry, short skits, songs, and puppet-toactor interaction.

We're designing a curriculum that
will be beta-tested in K-3 classrooms
next fall. TheFrom
program
will
videothe set
ofbe
Philo
and Sophie,
our
original,
new
K-8
curriculum
based, and will feature animation,

We teach children everything from fetal development to
the four levels of happiness, the real meaning of love and
quality of life, the principle of non-contradiction, the intrinsic
dignity of the person, and the ends don't justify the means.

We must root these good principles deep within the brains of
youngsters so that pro-life answers are second nature when they
are confronted with abortion and assisted suicide years later.
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TEACHER TRAINING

Teachers who use our programs and materials in the
classroom experience much greater success when they go
through our on-site training. It's even better when the entire
staff and faculty of a school complete our five-hour
professional development.

“This method made all the difference in the world to the way my
students thought about pro-life… For many of our students, it was
the first time they felt energized and inspired by pro-life
education. It’s about time something like this exists for Christian
schools!” – Lynn Kittridge, Eastside Catholic High School,
Sammamish, WA

Over 200 teachers in the Diocese of
New Ulm completed the course, which
helped their schools to adopt the program.

“I wish I had learned what my students are learning when
I was their age. Each lesson honors intellect and free will,
so that Faith may grow more deeply in their young lives.”
-Mother Teresa Christe MSSR, Cardinal Newman High
School, Santa Rosa, CA
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TEACHER TRAINING

Many schools simply do not have the
budget to pay for these trainings, which
include travel and instructor costs,
course textbooks, and administrative
and follow-up support.

Camille trains religious educators
at the Dallas Ministry Conference

“This program not only changed how my students reasoned through
ethical dilemmas… it changed the way they lived their lives.”
– Fr. Sean Raftis, S.J., Townsend, MT

We need your help to replenish our scholarship fund for qualifying
schools, dioceses, and school districts.
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LIFE ADVOCACY STUDENT TRAINING
It's no secret that college and university students are stuck in the middle of the most
appallingly liberal hotbeds of pro-abortion ideology and activism on earth. Often, prolife students are outnumbered and ill-prepared to defend the unborn, the elderly, and
the terminally ill.
Life Advocacy Student Training is our five-hour, intensive course that helps these
students change the direction of conversations, and equips them with unassailable
logic and resources for converting their peers.

The students who attend our training are so
committed that they give up an entire Saturday
morning. Their ability to engage in meaningful,
substantive dialogue with pro-choice students is
vastly enhanced by our training, and they often
share the positive changes they witness on
campus.

“

One of the biggest struggles I have found at my school is that many
of my peers understand why abortion is wrong from a logical
standpoint, but they just don't care. It's such a reflection on our
current culture, and your course will be the perfect tool to utilize
in our club! - Brielle Heraty, St. Louis University, SLU Student
for Life

”

Even better, when they leave college, many of these students go on to become leaders
in the pro-life movement or outspoken advocates in their professional fields—and they
bring our teachings with them! Our potential to transform the entire national pro-life
movement is increased by your commitment to this project.
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LIFE ADVOCACY STUDENT TRAINING
LAST trainings are provided to students free of charge. They pay nothing for the
instructor's time and travel, their required textbooks and materials, or for the long-term
support and continued resources they receive after they have become LAST graduates.
This is a necessary component of the program, as college students can barely scrape
together the funds they need to run their pro-life clubs, and often receive minimal
financial support from their schools.

To date, Healing the Culture has graduated over 600
pro-life college students from our academy, representing
96 institutions of higher learning across the country.

“

I was introduced to the Four Levels of Happiness when I was around 13 years old,
and it was life changing for me. I will continue to use your work to try and help the
students here at Our Lady Seat of Wisdom to grow in grace and truth. – Nicholas
Carvalho, M.T.S., Dean of Students, Our Lady Seat of Wisdom College, Canada

what students are saying

”

"LAST is more thorough and applicable than any other pro-life training I’ve had. I highly recommend it for
any students who want to better understand how we can change our culture to respect and cherish human
life.” — Student, Indiana University
“It was very helpful in expanding my knowledge on how to deal with pro-choice discussions (especially
in situations like tabling), using kindness and facts.” — Student, Ave Maria University
"LAST training helped me to understand that we are not going to win the pro-life argument unless
we work to move our culture to a deeper level of happiness.” — Student, University of Dallas
"It was the most valuable pro-life apologetics experience I have had so far! A must-attend for
pro-lifers." — Student, Gonzaga University
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LIFE ADVOCACY STUDENT TRAINING

Because of the popularity of this training, we
obtained a grant from an anonymous foundation
to train and certify additional LAST faculty
members.

HTC Faculty member, Laura Kolbe

Our goal is to offer 10 free Life Advocacy Student Training classes each year.
You, our investors, make this possible.
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RESPECT LIFE UNIVERSITY / STUDIO

Thanks to a generous grant from Our Sunday Visitor,
HTC team member John Anderson led Healing the
Culture in building a production studio right in our
offices. With state-of-the-art filming and editing
equipment, we're now able to produce our own live
webinars, and produce educational videos and
commentary both in-studio and on location out in
the field.
With the studio now in place, we need you to help us
launch this project to the next level. We have plans
to debut "Respect Life University"—a free online
university where anyone can receive a complete
education and training in our pro-life curriculum.
This will also become a vital tool for graduates of
our

LAST

program

and

our

Life Principles

Academy for adults.

HTC's John Anderson and Camille
Pauley with a plaque thanking Our
Sunday Visitor for providing a gracious
grant for our production studio.
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RESPECT LIFE UNIVERSITY / STUDIO

Scenes from our Respect Life University video:
"Is the Embryo a Human Being?"

We need additional funding to produce video classes for a
comprehensive course, educational snippets, and training films.
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INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION

50k

While abortion is technically illegal and taboo in India, Western influences are seeping into
television, music, Bollywood, and other forms of Indian culture. Infidelity rates have been
increasing as young adults become more exposed to contemporary Western ideas about
romance, marriage, and sex. When out-of-wedlock pregnancies result, women turn to illegal
abortions in order to avoid the shame they will bring on their families if their extra-marital
affairs are discovered. Because abortion is widely understood to be immoral, a culture of shame,
grief, and guilt has grown.

This phenomenon has caused Indian pro-life leaders to look to the United States
for answers, and their search led them to Healing the Culture.

In February, we traveled to India at the invitation of local church leaders and pro-life
organizations, to train over 2,000 medical professionals, clergy and religious, nursing students,
ministry leaders, religious educators, seminarians, and high school and college students.
Kerala and Bangalore are now hubs where we will form core groups of trained leaders who will
continue our work.

The success of this program is crucial to
helping Indians resist Western influences
that promise "free love" while pulling
victims into the hopeless despair that our
American post-abortive culture knows all
too well.
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